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Dear JSM Readers,

Free at last. 

Not only did I give up the mask, Larry and I packed up the car for what 
was to be a long and winding road trip along the middle Atlantic coast 
– a part of the ocean I’ve never seen before.

Now, if you know me, if I want to see a coast, it means laying in a 
beach chair and reading a book. So, we loaded the car with beach 
chairs and umbrella, suitcases and more suitcases, and the 27-inch 
Apple computer – when you publish a weekly newspaper there are no 
days off! We packed paper, briefcases, magazines, newspapers and an 
appointment book filled with times and names of people to connect 
with when we visited synagogues and historical sites in Charleston, SC; 
Savannah, Ga.; and St. Augustine.

Heading east, our journey began on Memorial Day in Monteagle, 
outside Chattanooga where we stayed in a tiny house with my son, 
David, and his wife, Holly. Who knew we’d be filling a backpack with 
winter clothes for a record-setting weekend with nighttime temps 
dipping into the 40s? Luckily our little cabin in the woods came 
equipped with multiple heating sources – a glass-top propane fire pit 
on the top deck, a wood-burning fire pit along the creek and an indoor 
fireplace that could emit heat or just give you a cozy picturesque glow.

But that wasn’t the only adventure that was in store for us.

Keeping up with the “kids,” who have been hiking almost every 
weekend during COVID, was another surprise. I had to remind them, 
for the last 14 months we’d been sitting on the couch or in an office 
chair for about 16 hours a day – our most exhausting exercise, a trip up 
and down the stairs to get another cup of coffee or raid the fridge.

Letter From 
the Editor
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But we made it. Up and down the mountainous trails (with a little 
help and a few resting stops) we climbed down into a pool beneath 
a very slow-moving waterfall. Looking up from where we’d come, 
Larry asked if he thought the area was large enough for a helicopter. 
But going up, it turns out, is much easier on the knees. Even if we 
had to take a few more breaks to catch our breath, it was worth it.

And that began what became two weeks of walking. Walking the streets 
of Charleston, Savannah and St. Augustine. Walking, walking and more 
walking. And it was hot and steamy. The winter clothes safely tucked 
under the seats – and still sitting in the house unpacked!

But it was worth all those side trips. Our personal tours of the 
synagogues and the country’s most historic sites were hard to beat. 
Our tour guides and hosts most gracious. And staying with my 
daughter, Rebecca and boyfriend Jeremie, was a treat. Jeremie, a past 
Memphian has been living and working in Savannah as a surveyor 
and was the perfect tour guide who tried to slow it down for us for a 
few days.

When we made it to South Florida, I finally got to hug my dad. And 
although it rained almost every day – everyone said there’d been a 
drought there for months – we did go with my dad who walks each 
morning in the community pool for an hour. We picnicked ocean 
side on Friday night with friends; and spent an afternoon sitting on 
the beach with those friends only to have to rush to a pavilion about 
an hour later to wait out a torrential thunderstorm.

Our trip didn’t turn out exactly as planned; it was exhausting, 
educational, but most of all, exciting.

After three weeks of packing and unpacking it is nice to be home. 
It’s hard to visit these historic cities in just a day or two. Next 
time we’ll plan longer trips and see the sites we missed. But in 
the coming months, I’ll share our visits with you. And hope if you 
haven’t been to these cities, the stories will entice you to go.

Shalom,

Susan C. Nieman  -  Publisher/Editor

Climbing waterfalls 
with David and 

Holly in Monteagle

Seaside in Savannah with 
Rebecca and Jeremie
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Bill Motchan is a writer and photographer in 
St. Louis who frequently covers Judaism, music 
and musicians. He is a staff writer for the St. 
Louis Jewish Light and a 2020 winner of a 
Rockower Award for journalistic excellence in 
writing about American Jewish history presented 
by the American Jewish Press Association. 
bmotchan42@gmail.com

Victoria Bromley has been in love with dogs 
and all the joy they bring since the beginning of 
time. Getting out the word that rescue dogs are 
the best dogs began in 2011 when she started 
her volunteer journey with MidSouth Animal 
Rescue League.

Holly Marks, born a Yankee, and now a Southern 
girl at heart, is loving the Memphis state of mind. 
With a background in advertising and public 
relations, writing comes naturally, and she is 
thrilled to be a part of Jewish Scene Magazine. 
When she’s not brainstorming her next big idea, 
she’s either doing family time, having coffee or 
finding an excuse to go to HomeGoods.

Harry Samuels, author of “Beshert: True 
Stories of Connections” and “Crossroads: Chance 
or Destiny?” is a graduate of Washington 
University. He Has devoted many years to 
volunteerism in Memphis. He and his wife, 
Flora, have been married for 60 years and are 
the parents of Martin, William and the late 
David Samuels.





Memphis Jewish Home & Rehab’s 
29th Annual Golf Tournament
will be held on Monday, September 13th, at Ridgeway Country Club 
in loving memory of Dr. Maury Bronstein.

Event Sponsor ~ $10,000 
Platinum ~ $7,500

Gold ~ $5,000
Silver ~ $3,500

Bronze ~ $2,500
Sign ~ $2,000

Contest ~ $1,500
Corporate Team ~ $1,500

Luncheon ~ $1,000
Drink Cart ~ $750

Hole ~ $500
Player’s Cart ~ $300

All of our amazing sponsors will be 
recognized with special signage at the event 

and in our digital tournament program shared 
with the community. 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

B.R. Distilling Company, the local Memphis 
distillery celebrated for its award-winning 
Blue Note Bourbon and Riverset Rye, will 
have a tasting booth set up on the course.

Dr. Maury Bronstein was a 
longtime friend, supporter, 
and previous rehab patient of 
the Home. He served on our 
Board of Directors for several 
years, ultimately earning the 
designation of an Honorary 

Board Member. His wife, Mary, was a loyal 
volunteer at the tournament for many years. 
Together, they established the Bronstein 
Thanksgiving Dinner Fund in 2007, which 
provides funds for our residents to celebrate 
Thanksgiving with their families. Dr. and 
Mrs. Bronstein brought so much joy to our 
patients, residents, and staff through their 
endless support of these events as well as 
their countless acts of loving kindness.

Visit www.memphisjewishhome.org/giving 
to Register as a team or individual.
Sponsorships also available. 
Contact Kate Menke at
kmenke@memphisjewishhome.org 
or 901.756.3273 for more information.

Please join these generous sponsors in 
supporting MJHR (as of July 1)

Platinum:
Highland Capital Management, LLC

Turenne PharMedCo
Gold:

Baptist Memorial Health Care Corporation
Jolie & Michael Kisber
Functional Pathways

Bronze:
Jewish Neighborhood House Endowment Fund

Gregg & Lynn Landau
Leslie & Nathaniel Landau

Sign:
Hal Fogelman

Contest:
Lansky Gift Shops

Corporate Team:
Methodist Le Bonheur 

Healthcare
Bluff City Fence, Mister Tree, 

Spark Printing
Triumph Bank

Lewis Thomason, P.C.
McGriff Insurance

Central Laundry Equipment, 
Inc.

Luncheon:
Judy & Larry Moss

Melissa & Bobby Meadows
Judy Royal

Andy & Betsy Saslawksy
Suzanne Lazarov

Dixon Hughes Goodman
Watkins Uiberall, PLLC

Bill & Patti Weiss
Marc & Jan Hanover

Judy Kriger
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Sam,	a	Basenji*	Mix	breed,	took	
one look at Hal and Kim Lovitt 
and knew he wanted to live 
in their home forever. When 
the couple visited the Humane 
Society of Memphis to find their 
next	pet,	they	didn’t	have	a	
chance to select another dog. 
“Sampson	(his	original	name)	
selected us.” said Hal.

After	getting	their	new	boy	home	
they decided to shorten his name 
to Sam.

Hal	is	known	in	his	neighborhood	
as	the	mayor	of	Sea	Isle	Dog	Park,	
which he was instrumental in 
starting	in	2018.	He	and	Kim	are	
instrumental in the continuous 
maintenance and upgrading 
of	the	park,	along	with	many	
neighborhood	volunteers	and	
donors. The dog park is 
also generously sponsored 
by	Hollywood	Feeds!	Read	
more	about	the	dog	park	in	
the	September	2020	issue	of	
Jewish Scene.

“We	love	everything	about	Sam,”	
said	Hal.	And	Sam	loves	the	Dog	
Park	as	much	as	Hal	and	Kim.	
“Sam is a little shy and avoids 
other	dogs,	even	at	the	park.	But	
he loves to fetch and just wants 
me	to	throw	a	ball	for	him	to	
bring	back.”

Sam loves to travel and even 
takes	his	own	bed	in	the	car	when	
he goes to Gulf Shores. At home 
he is close to Hal while they work 
from home these days. When he’s 
ready	to	play,	he	has	all	kinds	of	
balls	and	other	rubber	toys.	“His	
favorite is an orange pig named 
Wilber,	and	he	loves	peanut	
butter	biscuits,”	said	Hal.

After a good day’s workout in the 
park,	The	Lovett	Groomers	are	
always on call when Sam needs a 
bath.	We	asked	Sam	who	he	think	
he looks most like in their family. 
He says he and Kim have the 
same color hair!

*Basenji	is	mixed	with	several	
other	purebred	dogs,	including	
the	Pit	Bull	Terrier,	German	
Shepherd,	Boxer,	Siberian	Husky,	
Jack	Russell	Terrier,	Whippet,	
Border	Collie,	Toy	Poodle,	Shiba	
Inu,	Rat	Terrier,	Australian	Cattle	
Dog,	Shetland	Sheepdog,	Shar	Pei,	
among others.

Pet Peeve
Sam	had	really	bad	breath.	But	
thank goodness he likes Greenies 
that are good for his teeth and 
breath.	“It’s	gotten	a	lot	better!”	
the Lovitts exclaimed.

Special Training
Sam	has	never	been	
professionally trained. “Sam 
is	a	professional,”	says	Hal.	
“He understands English and 
responds to commands in Yiddish 
as well.”

Favorite Doc
When Sam needs a checkup or 
isn’t	feeling	up	to	par,	he	sees	Dr.	
Rodney	Balthrop	DVM	at	Eastgate	
Animal Clinic.

Hollywood Pet Stars

Picking the Perfect 
Family By Susan Nieman

Sam chills at beach 
in Gulf Shores

Hal and Sam enjoy 
rides in the car

Exhausted after 
a day at Sea Isle 

Dog Park
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Entertainment
Last year, a research study revealed a 
distressing issue: Almost two-thirds 
of young American adults do not 
know that 6 million Jews were killed 
during the Holocaust. The research 
was commissioned by The Conference 
on Jewish Material Claims Against 
Germany.

What can be done to increase 
awareness among young people? One 
author is doing it through the art of 
storytelling. Roberta Seret, Ph.D., 
recently completed her third book 
on the subject. “Treasure Seekers” 
also marks completion of Seret’s 
“Transylvanian Trilogy.” The three 
books are set primarily in Romania 
and trace the fate of Jews during the 
Holocaust and afterwards.

Dr. Seret recently sat down with 
Jewish Scene Magazine to explain her 
writing process, how she goes about 
engaging readers and the importance 
of remembering the Holocaust.

Jewish Scene Magazine: You use a fairly 
unique technique known as hybrid 
storytelling. Can you explain how you 
developed this style?

Roberta Seret: “My two loves are 
literature and film, and I started to 
see that the best way to teach is, 
of course, through literature, but 
also through film. Because seeing 
is believing and students, as well as 
most of us today, are mostly visual 
learners and are accustomed to the 
screen of the computer and the 
iPad. And I thought that would be a 
wonderful way to capture using film 
and then also using literature as a 
reinforcement for retention.”

JSM: Another interesting facet of your 
work is the combination of historically 
accurate events with fictional 
characters. How does that work for a 
historian like yourself?

RS: “As I was creating “Gift of 
Diamonds” (first in the trilogy), I 
realized that a lot of people don’t 
know very much about Romania, and 
they don’t know about the politics in 
the history for Romania. I thought it 
would be a fascinating background 
for a story narrative, because it’s 
so colorful and so exotic and so 
unknown, and the country itself is 
so beautiful. And I knew nonfiction 
would be a little dry, so I thought if 

Dr. Roberta Seret talks about

Transylvanian Trilogy
By Bill Motchan
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I mixed fiction with it, I would make the 
history and the facts a little more exciting. 
The idea is to make the fact more exciting 
and to make the fiction more real.”

JSM: How did you use the plot devices of a 
thriller, a love story and longtime friendships to 
advance the narrative?

RS: “Book one is the story of Mica and her 
escape with the diamonds. Book two is the 
story of Anca and her love odyssey. And book 
three is the treasure seekers in Romania. 
Chronologically, the three books fit very 
nicely together.”

JSM: What kind of response have you had 
from readers?

RS: “It’s been so positive. People find 
them very exciting. They say that it’s a 
‘page-turner,’ and they just start reading 
it and the reading goes fast. I tried to edit 
it tightly. Readers want to see what’s 
going to happen, and they feel as if they’re 
actually there. What was interesting to me 
is that I had men who are saying how much 
they enjoyed it. And I thought that they 
would be more women stories because the 
protagonist mostly is female.”

JSM: Is it difficult for you as an academic to tell 
a story that combines fact and fiction?

RS: “My temperament is very creative and 
imaginative. Sometimes I think I live in a 
little fantasy world, and I love to tell stories. 
So the fiction was not so difficult because I 
was telling a story. It is a challenge, but it’s 
also a love, a passion. And I got into it. I also 
must share that I’m a type of writer that 
does not work with an outline. I do a little 
automatic writing, and I just keep going, and 
I rewrite by editing. So, I imagine it, I create, 
and I just think about it and try to put myself 
into the characters. And of course, I draw 
upon my own autobiography and life, that’s 
inevitable with the writer.”

JSM: Another component of your work is the 
International Film Festival in Romania during 
May and June. How does that event fit into 
creating more awareness of a tragic period?

RS: “The film festival is in Northern 
Transylvania, in a town called ȘȘȘSimleu 
Silvaniei, which is about 30 kilometers from 
the Hungarian border. This is a Holocaust 
education outreach to try to teach students 
about this period of time and the Hungarian 
and Romanian involvement in this history. We 
hope to show a film every one or two weeks in 
the synagogue and in the community center 
of ȘSimleu Silvaniei, in Romania. We thought 

we’d go slowly with them to explain that 
genocide was not only during the Holocaust, 
but genocide is genocide and the evil of it. 
The festival volunteers are all high school 
and college students from nearby Cluj. 
It’s one of the major Romanian cities after 
Bucharest, and the students knew nothing 
about the Holocaust.”

During the research phase Dr. Seret 
routinely conducts before writing her hybrid 
storytelling, she uncovered some sobering 
statistics about the Holocaust. They include:

•  In 1930, Romania had a Jewish population 
of 725,000-750,000.

•  In 1945, 290,000-360,000 Jews had 
survived.

•  In 1940 there were 95,072 Jews living in 
Bucharest.

•  In 1945 there were 100,000-150,000 Jews 
living in Bucharest, which included Jews 
from other sections of the country who 
had sought safety in the capital.

Postscript:  Dr. Seret’s in-laws were among 
those who were saved.

Dr. Roberta Seret is director of Advanced English 
and Film for the Hospitality Committee at the 
United Nations, and founder of the NGO at the 
United Nations, International Cinema Education. 
The three books in the Transylvanian Trilogy 
series are available on amazon.com.

I realized that 
a lot of people 
don’t know very 
much about 
Romania, and 
they don’t know 
about the politics 
in the history for 
Romania
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Five years ago, a relatively unknown stand-
up comic got her big break on an episode 
of “America’s Got Talent.” Julia Scotti 
appeared to be a kindly grandmother when 
she took the stage. She proceeded to get big 
laughs from tough judges like Simon Cowell 
and Howie Mandel.

Then things took an unexpected turn. After 
her performance, Julia made an admission 
to the judges. She was, until recently, 
living her life as a male stand-up comedian 
named Rick Scotti. Julia is a transsexual 
who came out on national TV.

Now, Scotti’s journey is the subject of a 
documentary created by the noted Jewish 
writer Susan Sandler. “Julia Scotti: Funny 
That Way” is also Sandler’s directorial 
debut. Sandler is probably best known for 
her Golden Globe nominated screenplays 
for “Crossing Delancey” and “Friends At 
Last.” She is also on the faculty at NYU 
Tisch Film & Television.

“Julia Scotti: Funny That Way” has 

achieved kudos from many film critics. 
Indiewire called it “must-see” and 
Hammer to Nail praised it as “an 
unexpected journey and comeback story 
unlike any other.” It has been a favorite at 
film festival competitions, including Geena 
Davis’s Bentonville Film Festival, aGLIFF, 
NewFest, Nantucket, Athena and the 
Sebastopol Documentary Film Festival.

Carly Reicho, director of Film Distribution 
at 1091 Pictures said of the documentary, 
“Julia’s life story is an important and 
touching one, and we are excited and 
honored to support its telling through the 
release of Susan Sandler’s wonderful film.”

Among the film’s honors is the Audience 
Choice award at the Paley Center for New 
Media Doc Pitch. Jewish Scene Magazine 
recently caught up with Sandler, and we 
asked her how it felt to be recognized with 
prestigious awards for a first-time director.

“It was thrilling!” Sandler said. “This 
has been an amazing journey over the 

Susan Sandler Presents

“Julia Scotti: Funny That Way”
By Bill Motchan :: Photos Courtesy Susan Sandler/Julia Scotti

Entertainment

Writer and director 
Susan Sandler 
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five years of making this film. We just 
got a review today that called the film ‘a 
classic epic, it’s virtually impossible not 
to be drawn in, moved, and come to care 
deeply for the hero. And, at times, you’ll 
laugh yourself silly.’”

Sandler shot the film over a five-
year period, during which she tracked 
Scotti’s comeback, life on the road, and 
reconnecting with her children.

“Julia Scotti: Funny That Way” is funny, 
poignant and has elements of sadness. 
It elicits a full range of emotions for 
the viewer, especially audiences whose 
knowledge of the trans community is 
limited. Mostly, though, it is a story of 
redemption and achieving happiness.

At the beginning of the film – narrated by 
Rick Scotti – we learn about the subject’s 
background, life and struggles.

“Because of what I am, I am an outsider,” 
Scotti tells us. “I straddle both the gay and 
straight worlds, floating somewhere in the 
middle, and unable to be a part of either.”

We learn of Rick Scotti’s successful career 
as a stand-up comedian when he toured 
with Jerry Seinfeld and Chris Rock. The 
description of his three marriages shows 
far less success. Scotti’s mastery of comic 
timing helps soften how she shares the 
struggles she faced during those years.

“I was living the dream, but something 
was wrong,” Scotti said. “I was married 
when I came out. [pause] You should have 
been there for THAT conversation.”

During that time, many of Scotti’s friends 
from the comedy world turned away 

from her. Scotti goes on to recount the 
challenge of coming out to her family.

“Then it came to telling my kids,” Scotti 
said. “I cannot tell you how difficult that 
was. . . I had been trying to find the words 
to say it for a couple of months. I was 
about to kill their father. In a Starbuck’s of 
all places.”

That encounter led to a 14-year separation 
between Scotti and her children, an 
experience she called “always a sadness in 
my heart, every day without them.”

Rick Scotti’s true awakening at age 47 led to 
a year of hormonal treatments, surgery, and 
a new identity as Julia Scotti. The surgery 
that completed Scotti’s transition from Rick 
to Julia came in 2002. She described how the 
experience felt for an older person. Again, 
Scotti the comedian finds a way to lighten a 
very serious subject.

“I missed all the good stuff about being a 
young girl,” she said. “By the time I woke 
up from surgery I was in menopause.”

Eventually, Scotti reinvented herself as an 
older and wiser comic. The allure of the 
stand-up comedy world never left her, 
and she eventually stepped back on stage 
at an open mic. The story has a happy 
ending, but not without a few bumps, 
including a health scare. But Julia Scotti is 
now considered a welcome presence both 
at comedy shows and speaking on behalf 
of the LGBTQ community. And just as she 
returned to comedy, her children reached 
out to her after 15 years of silence.

Sandler said her knowledge of the world of 
comedians was informed by the insular and 
talented world of Jewish stand-up comics.

“Many of Julia’s comedy heroes are also 
mine: and they all happen to be Jewish!” 
Sandler said. “Mel Brooks, Carl Reiner, 
Lenny Bruce, Joan Rivers. Like Julia, they 
look at themselves through a profoundly 
honest lens and that’s where good 
comedy thrives.”

Sandler said she hoped audiences 
who watch “Julia Scotti: Funny That 
Way” come away from the experience 
understanding that people need to do 
whatever it takes to achieve happiness.

“Julia lives her truth with fervor, ease 
and humor,” Sandler said. “I hope our 
audiences will embrace her joy in living 
fully in every moment with authenticity – 
be your true self.”

You can view the trailer for “Julia Scotti: 
Funny That Way” on YouTube. The film 
was released through video on demand on 
June 1, and is available for purchase from 
iTunes, Amazon Prime Video, Google Play, 
Xbox, Vudu and DirecTV.

Susan Sandler with 
Julia Scotti

Rick Scotti 
was a stand-
up comedian 
touring with 

Jerry Seinfeld 
and Chris 

Rock
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After 30 years working in Pediatric Emergency Medicine at Le 
Bonheur Children’s Hospital, Amy Hertz was ready for a change. It 
had been a hectic yet rewarding career, but she needed something to 
take her mind off her work, since her three children were grown and 
out of the house.

“I dabbled in different crafts throughout my life. At the end of 2017, 
I took a two-hour wheel throwing class,” said Amy. “That class 
changed my life, and I was hooked.”

And with that, the adventure began. Amy now makes and sells 
everything from mugs and bowls to planters and yard art. Each piece 
is one-of-a-kind, handcrafted from stoneware clay on a wheel and 
glazed and fired at 2200 degrees. It is a physically demanding, time-
consuming process that takes several weeks from start to finish.

“Folks wonder why ceramics are expensive, but it really is a 
process,” Amy explained. “Every step can go wrong including drying 
cracks, kiln issues, glaze issues, pieces exploding in the kiln, and so 
many more.”

It is certainly a hobby that takes dedication, patience and attention 
to detail.

When COVID-19 began, Amy decided to make an investment in 
Belltower Coffeehouse & Studio and is now one of the co-owners. 
Belltower brings the community together in its coffeeshop and 
provides accessibility to the craft of ceramics through a wide range 
of classes. Local artists also sell their work there. Amy is often on-
site because she enjoys selling her wares in person and chatting with 
the folks who are browsing. This gives her an opportunity to talk 
about what went into creating each piece and to make a personal 
connection with the people interested in her pottery.

Even though Amy left the medical field, she still finds ways to help 
and give back to her community. A portion of the proceeds from 
some of her mugs are donated to different organizations including 
the Meri Armour Endowment Fund of Le Bonheur Children’s 
Hospital, the Chesed Fund at Beth Sholom Synagogue and Vanderbilt 
Children’s Hospital through the Forrest Spence Fund. “I began 
volunteering to give COVID vaccines in January. It is so rewarding 
and fills a void in me to care for others,” Amy said proudly.

Amy has selflessly devoted so much of her life to helping people. By 
combining her love of taking care of others and her talent creating 
unique pottery, she continues to spread joy to people everywhere. 
Each piece exudes the love and meaning that went into making it. 
Her hope is that people feel exactly that when they choose a piece to 
bring home.

You can view her beautiful custom pottery and place orders on her 
website, www.docpottery901.com or you can see the pieces (and 
Amy) in person at Belltower Coffeehouse & Studio located at 525 S 
Highland St., Memphis, TN 38111.

Inspired

Handcrafted Art 
Sculpts New Life
By Holly Marks
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CROSSROADS:
Chance or Destiny?

By Harry Samuels

This collection of connection stories is a follow up to 
Harry’s first book, Beshert, which Jewish Scene readers 

enjoyed years ago. I hope you enjoy them as much as I do.

All of us have the ability to experience the synchronicity that is 
often the result of reaching out to others. ~ Harry Samuels

GRADE “A” Lara Shwer

Having tried unsuccessfully for years to have a child, Brian 
and Lara opted for in-vitro fertilization. It is a very long 
and involved procedure requiring shots and medication. The 
embryos are carefully watched from the initial fertilization. 
They are then graded “A,” “B,” or “C” Only the “A’s” are 
kept for implantation as they would have the best chance for 
implementation and pregnancy.

On January 10, 1997, the couple was told to come to Nashville, 
where the procedure was to be done. The weather was clear when 
they left their home in Memphis, but it soon began to snow. When 
they reached Jackson – still 130 miles from Nashville – the snow 
was falling so heavily the state police closed the highway.

“Please allow us to continue,” they pleaded with the state 
patrolman. “It’s critical that we get to Nashville if our procedure is 
to be successful.”

“All right,” the compassionate officer said reluctantly, “but be very 
careful. Driving under these conditions can be extremely hazardous.”

The couple inched their way eastward, but prior to reaching their 
destination they were forced to stop for the night. They were in 
constant touch with a nurse at the hospital who told them, “We 
will perform the implantation early in the morning, but it cannot 
be done later.”

Arriving at the hospital after twenty-four emotionally filled hours, 
many of which were spent in prayer, they were met by a smiling 
nurse. “How fortunate you are that your arrival was delayed,” she 
exclaimed. “Only one of the embryos was an “A” while the others 
were “B’s.” During the night, they became “A’s.”

After Mrs. Shwer told me this story, she introduced me to her twin son 
and daughter. Beaming, she proudly announced, “These are my ‘A’s!”

Sometimes when things don’t go according to plan, our lives are guided 
by a better plan.

A SOUTHERN COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY 
CLINICAL FACILITY

Are your eyes 
ready for the harsh
glare of the summer 
sunshine?

We have the perfect 
sunglasses that will 
protect your vision 
and complement 
your personal style.

focalpointcrosstown.com

memphis-169.comfortkeepers.com

She’s always been the 
independent type.  
We aim to keep  
her that way.

In-Home  
Care Services
• Personal Care

• Companionship 
and  housekeeping

• Dementia and 
Alzheimer’s care

• Respite care

• Safety Solutions

Memphis  
901.752.1515

Northern Mississippi 
662.393.1110

Covington  
901.296.1200

Crossroads
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Strolling the city’s historic district between King Street 
and Meeting Street, a passerby would never assume the 
large colonnaded building constructed in the Greek Revival 
architecture style was a synagogue until closer inspection of 
a large marble tablet above its massive wooden doors, which 
proclaims the Sh’ma in Hebrew and an unusual English 
translation: “Hear O Israel the Lord Our God is the sole 
Eternal Being.”

The building was constructed in 1840 by member David 
Lopez, with at least two enslaved artisans, trained 
carpenters, Kit and George. It replaced the original built in 
1792, which was destroyed in Charleston’s great 1838 fire. 
The building was designated a National Historic Landmark 
in 1980.

JEWISH CHARLESTON:

A STEP BACK IN TIME
By Susan C. Nieman

Tucked away and blending in among the narrow, 
iron-gated streets of downtown Charleston, S.C. 
stands the country’s second oldest and the only 
continuously active synagogue, Kahal Kadosh 
Beth Elohim (KKBE).

Travel

Grand entrance 
to Kahal Kadosh 
Beth Elohim 
Synagouge

KKBE’s Coming Street Cemetery 
Restoration Project workers often 
find pieces of headstones that are 

pieced back together.
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Anita Moïse Rosenberg, a 9th-
generation native Charlestonian on one 
side of her family, met us at the gate. 
Walking through the courtyard leading 
to the sanctuary was like stepping back 
in time. As past president and docent 
of both the historic synagogue and the 
Historic Coming Street Cemetery, our 
private tour was extremely educational.

Anita explained that King Charles gave 
religious freedom to all in this colony, 
welcoming Jewish immigrants who, 
although in the beginning remained 
true to their Orthodox beliefs, were 
widely accepted and eventually 
assimilated into the Southern life. 

Travel
Maybe a little naïve, I was most shocked to 
learn about the many Jewish slave owners.

Seeing and hearing about history in 
person is amazing, but I was so busy 
taking photos, I’ve taken the liberty of 
including historical background from the 
KKBE website. I think this sums up Anita’s 
historical narrative best.

Charleston was founded in 1670, the 
earliest known reference to a Jew in the 
English settlement is in a description 
dated 1695. Jews soon followed, attracted 
by the civil and religious liberty of 
South Carolina and the ample economic 
opportunity of the colony. Prayers were 
originally recited in private quarters, and 
from 1775, in an improvised synagogue 
adjacent to the present-day grounds. 
These pioneers were sufficiently 
numerous by 1749 to organize the 
present congregation, Kahal Kadosh Beth 
Elohim (Holy Congregation House of 
God), and 15 years later, to establish the 
now-historic Coming Street Cemetery, 
the oldest surviving Jewish burial ground 
in the South. In 1792, construction of the 
largest and most impressive synagogue 
in the United States commenced and was 
dedicated two years later.

For almost two and a half centuries 
members have been eminent leaders in 
the city, state and country. Among notable 
early congregants were Moses Lindo, who 
before the Revolution helped to develop the 
cultivation of Indigo (then South Carolina’s 
second crop), and Joseph Levy, veteran of 
the Cherokee Wars of 1760-61 and probably 

When the current building was erected in 1840, a controversial 
organ was installed in the balcony at the rear of the sanctuary. 
The 1888 stained-glass windows are replacements of the 
windows destroyed in the earthquake of 1886.

Two menorah (candelabras) bases on 
either side of the bimah survived the 
fire of 1838. The massive hand-carved 
ark made of Santo Domingo mahogany 
houses four Torah scrolls. The Ner 
Tamid (Eternal Light) was a gift from the 
congregational women who also began 
the first religious school.
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the first Jewish military officer in America. 
Almost two dozen men of Beth Elohim 
served in the War of Independence, among 
them the brilliant young Francis Salvador, 
who as delegate to the South Carolina 
Provincial Congresses of 1775 and 1776, 
was the first Jew to serve in an American 
legislature. Killed shortly after the signing 
of the Declaration of Independence, 
Salvador was also the first Jew known to die 
in the Revolutionary War.

Members of the congregation founded 
Charleston’s Hebrew Benevolent Society in 
1784, the nation’s oldest Jewish charitable 
organization, and in 1801 established the 
Hebrew Orphan Society, also the country’s 
oldest (both still functioning today). In 
1838, the second oldest Jewish religious 
school in the United States was organized 
by congregation members Sally Lopez and 
Penina Moise.

Other congregants pioneered in steamship 
navigation, introduced illuminating gas 
to Charleston, and numbered four of the 

eleven founders of the Supreme Council of 
Scottish Rite Masonry.

In 1790, President George Washington 
responded to a letter of congratulations 
to him by writing, “The affectionate 
expressions of your address again excite 
my gratitude and receive my warmest 
acknowledgment. May the same temporal 
and eternal blessing which you implore for 
me, rest upon your Congregation.” A replica 
of the letter is in the KKBE Museum.

Charleston is acknowledged as the 
birthplace of Reform Judaism in the 
United States. In 1824, 47 congregants 
petitioned the Adjunta (the trustees) of 
the synagogue to change the Sephardic 
Orthodox liturgy. The petition, which 
asked for abridgement of the Hebrew 
ritual, English translation of the prayers, 
and a sermon in English, was denied. The 
disappointed liberal members thereupon 
resigned from the congregation and 
organized “The Reformed Society of 
Israelites.” This independent society was 

led by Isaac Harby, Abraham Moise II 
and David Nunes Carvalho. Many of the 
Society’s practices and principles have 
become part of today’s Reform Judaism. 
After nine years, The Reformed Society 
rejoined the old congregation, and while 
the present synagogue was being built 
in 1840, an organ was installed. After 
construction, the first service in the new 
Temple introduced a liberalized ritual. 
KKBE was one of the earliest synagogues 
to join the Union of American Hebrew 
Congregations in 1873 (now Union for 
Reform Judaism, URJ).

Historic Coming Street Cemetery
KKBE’s Coming St. Cemetery at 189 
Coming Street is the oldest surviving 
Jewish cemetery in the South. It is listed 
on the National Register of Historic Places.
The cemetery contains over 500 graves; 
many are not marked. The oldest 
identifiable grave is that of Moses D. 
Cohen, the first religious leader of Beth 
Elohim, who died in 1762.

Four of the original eight 
cornerstones are mounted over the 

entranceway into the Social Hall.

Cradle and tabletop graves, 
among headstones with urns 
and other objects, tell stories 

about the deceased.

Moses D. Cohen is the oldest 
identifiable grave among the 

500+ buried here.

Soldier’s graves are often 
marked with a symbol 
showing if they served and/
or died in battle.
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EMBASSY APARTMENTS

www.embassyaptsmemphis.com

Luxury and Location

Offering one, two, and three bedrooms
Utilities Included

505 South Perkins Rd. 901.685.8020

In the Heart of East Memphis

See our floorplans at embassyaptsmemphis.com

Anita talked about the extensive work going into The Coming Street 
Cemetery Restoration Project. As workers dig carefully searching for 
missing pieces of headstones, more graves are uncovered, revealing a 
little more history as time goes on.

Donations of $18 for tours are generally accepted. The project is funded in 
part by support from the Charleston Jewish Federation, Stanley B. Farbstein 
Fund at the Coastal Community Foundation, and the Henry and Sylvia 
Yaschik Foundation.

Buried here are:

• nine congregants who fought in the American Revolution

• six soldiers of the War of 1812

• two soldiers in Florida’s Seminole Wars

•  21 Civil War participants, of whom eight died in the 
Confederate cause

• six congregation rabbis 

• 18 congregation past presidents

•  four of the 11 founders of the Supreme Council of Scottish Rite 
Masonry in 1801

•  bronze plaques placed on some tombstones in 1964 identify 
notable personages

Coming Street Cemetery visits are by appointment only. 
Call 843.723.1090.

For more information, please visit kkbe.org and see more of our 
photos at jewishscenemagazine.com

Bumpa’s, a side-street pub near the 
harbor, offered an authentic meal to 
end a busy day.

You can spend an entire afternoon 
shopping Charleston City Market.

Hyman’s Seafood is a 4th generation 
restaurant that even has a kosher 

menu section. But if ordering kosher, 
you should call ahead.
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We’ve always been a multiple dog family. We stopped buying 
pure-bred dogs, because we had no intention of showing and/
or breeding dogs so we switched to shelter dogs in 1997. When 
our dog, Buddy, died in April of 2011, leaving us devastated, we 
decided to continue doting on our two remaining dogs and not 
think about getting another dog for a long time.

A friend sent us photos of an adorable puppy she’d just adopted 
and told us he had litter mates. We weren’t ready, but our 
younger son, Gabriel, said it was his turn to pick out a puppy, 
because we already had Buddy when he was born, and now he 
wanted his own puppy.

My friend put us in touch with Linda Money, owner of MidSouth 
Animal Rescue League in Red Banks, Miss., and our lives 
changed forever.

The world of rescue consists of many layers one can’t even 
imagine until you adopt a rescued dog. It’s not a simple matter 
of rescuing a dog in crisis, taking it to a vet to heal from physical 
trauma, and then finding a wonderful owner.

We adopted our Shi-Tzu/Poodle mix, Bella, in May of 2011 
when she was eight weeks old. Even though my friend put in a 
great word for us to Linda, she is excellent at vetting potential 
adoptees and needed to get to know us. The first time she and 
I spoke on the phone, we went through all the usual vetting 
questions about our home, did we have a fence, what other 
dogs did we own, would our other dogs get along with a new dog 
(especially a puppy), would the puppy be an indoor dog, did we 
believe in crate training, would we be willing to have Bella over 
for a weekend to see how things went with us and our other 
dogs, along with a host of other questions.

We then spoke as though we had known one another all of our 
lives, and by the end of our four-hour phone call, Bella was ours.

Since that day 10 years ago, I have volunteered with MidSouth 
Animal Rescue League – MARL, for short. I have seen the intense 
work that goes into rescue. It is often a 24/7 job because a phone 
call can come at any time that a dog needs saving.

There are misconceptions about animal rescue. It’s not 
glamorous, and there isn’t always a happy ending. Often, when a 

Opening Heart and Home
by Victoria Bromley

Victoria Bromley cuddles 
with Cotton, Benji and Benji’s 
daughter, Bella
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dog is rescued, the only choice is to let 
them cross the Rainbow Bridge while 
we hold them at the vet, tell them how 
much we love them, and that they were 
such a good boy or girl. We make sure 
the last voice they hear is loving and the 
last touch they feel is tender.

However, not all dogs that are rescued 
come from cruelty cases. There are 
many varying reasons. A dog may need 
to be re-homed because the owners 
have to move and, as much as they 
love their pet, can’t take their dog with 
them. Maybe the owner has passed away 
and no family member wants the dog, 
so they ask a rescue to re-home the pet 
instead of going to a high-kill shelter. 
You learn not to be judgmental in rescue 
because the ultimate goal is the safety 
of the animal.

Getting a dog from a rescue isn’t always 
about mutts, purebreds are often 
surrendered to rescues. Dogs of all ages 
are surrendered. Linda opened my eyes 
to the beauty of adopting a senior dog. 
While their time with their new owner 
may be brief, there is a satisfaction in 
giving a senior animal the best time of 
its life. They leave this Earth knowing 
they were loved and safe.

Of course, there are a lot of happy 
endings in animal rescue. Our dog, 
Benji, is Bella’s daddy. We adopted 
him when he was four and a half years 
old. He’d been abused and was so 
scared that he lived his first week in 
our home under my husband’s and my 
bed. I would sit on the floor and talk 
really quietly to him while I slid a bowl 
of water under the bed and some tiny 
pieces of cheese. He would come out 
to potty and then go right back under 
our bed. Building his trust was a slow 
process, but definitely worth it.

Rescue organizations rely on donations 
for everything. Money, food, helping 
pay veterinarian bills, blankets, 
towels, crates. Rescuing animals can be 
incredibly expensive for the owner of 
the 501c3, and many times it seems that 
they just won’t get what they need. But 
then the generosity of people comes 
through and rescues like MARL can 
continue their excellent work.

If a person doesn’t plan on breeding 
and/or showing a dog, then rescue is 
the best way to go. There is always a dog 
that needs you.

Community Rally for Israel

Successfully climbing Pinnacle Mountain

Local JSU club teens built the strongest bridges in 
an activity focusing on relationship building

Student-led JSU club members discuss Israeli 
current events

End-of-the-year day trip to Ozark, Ark.
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